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A mixture to celebrate this issue starting with St Francis of Assisi and then All Saints and All Souls
days. So, we can remember the kindness and faith of St Francis in October. There is more
information on him later in the magazine. All Saints and All Souls, in November, surely means that
everybody counts? We remember all the people who have inspired us and whose actions in their
life have been rewarded by Sainthood. Not everyone rises to such heights but that does not mean
that others are not as loved or as important as the Saints. We remember each and every one we
have known, with love, on All Souls day, may they rest in peace and rise in glory.
Christine and Tobias
“The Pessimist sees difficulty in every opportunity. The Optimist sees opportunity in
every difficulty.” – Winston Churchill
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Vestry met on 19th August, again enjoying the comfort of meeting in Rita Watt’s home. We
welcomed David Hill as our new co-opted Vestry member for the remainder of this year.
We discussed the forthcoming AGM (1st December) and noted there will be two Vestry vacancies
then as Irene Stephenson and myself (Hilary) will both retire by rotation after serving our term of
office. There will also be the annual elections for Lay Rep (currently held by Jim Henry) and the
Alternate Lay Rep (currently vacant) – both these postholders are ex officio also on Vestry.
Further information and annual reports will be available in due course, but please have a think if
you may be able to put yourself forward for a position.
We were delighted to hear that we have a number of new volunteers to take Sunday School on
occasions and are very grateful to Tasmin Kinnaird for undertaking the role of lead teacher and
organiser. PVG checks are being done for our new volunteers and we continue to have two adults
at all times with the children in line with good safeguarding practice.
The Rectory has required considerable repairs recently due to a major leak from the shower, the
presence of two wasp nests, warped roofing barge boards, and other matters. Thankfully the
issues have been dealt with and an insurance claim made towards the cost of the damage caused
by the leak. We heard that Patrick Milne Home had also arranged for our (mandatory)
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Quinquennial property inspection of the church, old and new halls and Rectory, to be undertaken
in late August. We await this report and expect other essential work to be identified which will
undoubtedly keep Patrick busy!
Of course, this all impacts on our limited finances, and to this end Vestry agreed to hold a Gift
Day in aid of our fabric fund. This will be on 27th October and all donations will be extremely
welcome. Peter Croft will shortly have envelopes available for this. Vestry also agreed to hold a
silent auction later in the year, which will raise money towards our Refurbishment Fund. Keep an
eye out for more details!
Other matters discussed included options for church cleaning arrangements following the
resignation of our previous cleaner, a new hosting initiative for the congregation , content of lay
led services , the forthcoming Diocesan Gathering, and our insurance policy renewal.
Remember that once approved, minutes of our meetings are posted on the notice board at the
back of church, and Vestry are always keen to hear your views and ideas. Our next meetings are
on 30th September and then 11th November.
Hilary Bennison
Vestry Chair
3 Sept 2019

You may recall my previous report which expressed concern about Rectory repair costs and the
results of our Quinquennial. Well the recent Rectory repairs took our Fabric Fund, which we use for
repairs, some £4056 overdrawn in our accounts. We have recovered some money from our
insurers but the fund is still overdrawn.
Alas the Quinquennial has also thrown up some rather expensive repairs for all of our church
properties which we will be discussing at our Vestry meeting on the 30th of September. We will
have to decide the priorities and establish a maintenance programme to cover the 5 years before
the next Quinquennial. We are going to have to find a lot of money over that 5 years to keep our
wonderful church buildings in good repair.
Needless to say your help is needed and you are probably aware of our Gift Day which has
been set for October 27th. I have Gift Day envelopes and I would be grateful if you could take
one from me if you have not already done so. You do not have to be in church on that day to give
me the envelope but it would be a great help if we could all contribute something.If you want just
send me a cheque please. We are also holding some fund raising events to help and your support
of these will be very welcome too. Thank you for listening.
Peter Croft

1st Sundays 4pm Evensong with hymns
1st Mondays 10am Pastoral Care group (Side Chapel)
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Tuesdays
11am Informal Holy Communion (Side Chapel)
Thursdays
10am Thursday Morning study group (usually in the Meeting Room)
1.45pm – 2.45pm Rector’s Hour – an opportunity to drop in and speak to the Rector in the Church
Office
October Services and Events
Sunday 6th: Pentecost 18 (Proper 27)
8.30am Holy Communion
11am Sung Eucharist
4pm Evensong with hymns
Sunday 13th: Pentecost 19 (Proper 28)
8.30am Holy Communion
11am Sung Eucharist
Sunday 20th: ST LUKESTIDE
8.30am Holy Communion
11am Whole Church Sung Eucharist with prayers for healing
2.30pm onwards DIOCESAN GATHERING (St Ninian’s Cathedral, Perth)
Sunday 27th: GIFT SUNDAY (in aid of urgent repairs to all Church buildings)
8.30am Holy Communion
11am Sung Eucharist
In Conversation: Abby Parkhouse (The Aberlour Children’s Trust)
Thursday 31st: A particular welcome to anyone to come into the church for prayer throughout the day in
light of the (current) plans for ‘Brexit’.
November Services and Events
Sunday 3rd: ALL SAINTS SUNDAY
8.30am Holy Communion
11am Sung Eucharist
4pm Evensong with hymns
Sunday 10th: REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY
**8.30am Sung Eucharist**
(10am Service of Remembrance (Kinross Parish Church) and at the Cenotaph
Sunday 17th: Pentecost 24 (Proper 33)
8.30am Holy Communion
11am Whole Church Sung Eucharist
Sunday 24th: CHRIST THE KING
8.30am Holy Communion
11am Sung Eucharist
**NB: ST PAUL’S AGM IS ON SUNDAY 1st DECEMBER**
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The Nicene Creed
We believe in the Holy Spirit, the Lord, the
giver of life, who proceeds from the Father.
With the Father and the Son, he is worshipped
and glorified.
She has spoken through the Prophets.

The Faith of a Thomas Believer
I believe in the Holy Spirit,
the life of God that is our innermost life,
the breath of God moving in our being,
the depth of God living in each of us.

The Apostles' Creed says nothing about the Holy Spirit while the Nicene Creed is chiefly interested
in asserting that she is one person of the Trinity, but does add that the Holy Spirit is the giver of
life and has spoken through the prophets.
The Author of "The faith of a Thomas Believer" writes that the persons of the Trinity are not distinct
personalities but three ways in which the divine activity is experienced: as God's reign, Christ's
presence and the Spirit's action.
The verse above asserts that the Holy Spirit is the life and breath and depth of God living in us
and thus that God is in each of us. It implies that if we want to know God, we have only to make
ourselves aware of his presence within us.
That surely is an inspiring thought that can wipe away any gloom or despondency we might have
about ourselves. God is not simply with us, God is in us.
David Hill

This year's Gathering takes on a new format with people from around the Diocese invited to
gather for the afternoon of Sunday 20th October at St Ninian's Cathedral, Perth, and finish with an
Evensong to celebrate Bishop Ian's first year in the Diocese.
Arrivals are from 1.30pm - bring a packed lunch if you wish - tea and coffee will be provided.
Between 1.30 and 2.30 we have the opportunity to eat our lunches, take a guided tour of the
newly refurbished Cathedral, browse and buy books from Cornerstone Bookshop Edinburgh
(please bring cash if you would like to make purchases) or walk the indoor labyrinth.
We will be welcomed at 2.30 by Bishop Ian and then get short tasters of a variety of projects
and experiences that are being offered in our churches around the Diocese.
The topics include young and old together, finding new resources, inspiring worship, community
engagement, and lay ministries. To ensure that everyone gets an opportunity to hear about each
topic, booking is not required for this year's Gathering and we will rotate through the topics in
turn.
We will also learn new music for Evensong and hear Bishop Ian and a guest in conversation on a
topical subject. And we will make room for tea and scones!
Street parking and Council car parks are free in Perth on Sundays. So come along and say hello
to people you haven't seen for a while, make some new friends, and get some new ideas, as you
hear about the exciting things that are taking place in our Diocese. We expect to depart by
5.30pm. Further information from our Diocesan website
https://standrews.anglican.org/ and Laurene MacKenzie at gathering@warpmail.net
6
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We are living in ‘interesting times’ – a 15 year-old Greta Thumberg gives an impassioned address
to world leaders the UN Climate Summit in New York; Lady Hale delivers the Supreme Court’s
verdict against Boris Johnson and his government over the prorogation of Parliament. ‘Interesting
times’ indeed, a typically British understatement.
We are living in a new epoch of the young prophetic voice speaking vital if deeply uncomfortable
truths to power. You wouldn’t be alone if you associated ‘prophet’ with a bearded, rather eccentric
man (usually old), uttering words of doom and destruction. Surely dire tidings we read in the Old
Testament were meant for an age long ago and a people far
away. Now that we have the New Testament Gospels to guide
us on our way, the likes of Jonah and Obadiah are simply
curious interpretations of a future that’s been fulfilled in Jesus
Christ. And who would be a prophet anyway – the powers that
be tried to gag the young prophet Jeremiah by throwing him
into a well whilst Micaiah, having spoken divine truth to his
political masters, was thrown into prison and put on reduced
rations.
I repeat – we are living in a new era of the young prophetic
voice and it must and will be heard. I have no idea whether
Greta Thunberg or Gina Miller profess any religious faith but I
don’t think that really matters right now. The truths they speak
are prophetic pins that pop the pomposity of powers that will
try almost anything to get their own way. I am reminded once
again of the superb statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary that was
commissioned for the Lady Chapel in Ely Cathedral.
Words from the Magnificat canticle that the newly pregnant teenage Mary sang resonate strongly
with what the teenage Swede said to the Conference:
‘He has shown strength with his arm; he has scattered the proud in the thoughts of their hearts. He has
brought down the powerful from their thrones and lifted up the lowly;’ (Luke 1. 51-52)
‘You have stolen my dreams and my childhood with your empty words… People are suffering… and
all you can talk about is money and fairy tales of eternal economic growth. How dare you!’ (Thunberg,
UN Summit, New York, 2019)
Whereas we consider words of ancient
prophets to try to understand how things
are today, we cannot take our time to play
our part. The provincial pisky.scot website
reports that the SEC was well represented
in the many demonstrations that took place
across Scotland on 20th September, the
day when the world came together to add
an international voice for action. This potent
picture is of a line in the sand being ‘drawn’
by people saying enough is enough:
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Yet even despite all this, world leaders (and one in particular) continue to refuse to listen to those
who speak truth to power. They ridicule those who take this grave situation desperately seriously.
(We only have to turn to ‘Quoheleth’ (the Teacher) in Ecclesiastes to remember that ‘there is nothing
new under the sun.’ (Ecclesiastes 1. 9)) But that will not stop me from adding my weight to this
remarkable revolution that will come to define an extraordinary moment in history. However small
and seemingly insignificant, I will do what I can to confront and tackle Climate change, for the sake
of my children and for the ‘lowly and meek’ without a loud voice who undoubtedly have much more
to lose.
Fr David

Proper 26

29 September

Mon

2 Kings 17.24-41

1 Cor 7.25-31

Mon

Tue

2 Chr 29.1-3;30.1-27

1 Cor 7.32-40

Tue

Wed

2 Kings 18.9-25

1 Cor 8.1-13

Wed

Thu

2 Kings 18.28-37

1 Cor9.1-15

Thu

Fri

2 Kings 19.1-20

1 Cor 9.16-27

Fri

Sat

2 Kings 19.21-36

1 Cor 10.1-13

Sat

Proper 27

6 October

Mon

2 Kings 21.1-18

1 Cor 10.14-11.1

Mon

Tue

2 Kings 22.1-13

1 Cor 11.2,17-22

Tue

Wed

2 Kings 22.14-23.3

1 Cor 11.23-34

Wed

Thu

2 Kings 23.4-25

1 Cor 12.1-11

Thu

Fri

2 Kings 23.36-24.17

1 Cor 12.12-26

Fri

Sat

Jer 35.1-9

1 Cor 12.27-13.3

Sat

Proper 28

13 October

Mon

Jer 36.11-26

1 Cor 13.(1-3) 4-13

Mon

Tue

Jer 36.27-37.2

1 Cor 14.13-25

Tue

Wed

Jer 37.3-21

1 Cor 14.13-25

Wed

Thu

Jer 38.1-13

1 Cor 14.26-33a, 37-40

Thu

Fri

Jer 38.14-28

1 Cor 15.1-11

Fri

Sat

2 Kings 25.8-12, 22-26

1 Cor 15.12-29

Sat

Proper 29

20 October

Mon

Jer 44.1-4

1 Cor 15.30-41

Mon

Tue

Lam 1.1-5(6-9)10-12

1 Cor 15.41-50

Tue
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Wed

Lam 2.8-15

1 Cor 15.51-58

Wed

Thu

Ezra 1.1-11

1 Cor 16.1-9

Thu

Fri

Ezra 3.1-13

1 Cor 16.10-24

Fri

Sat

Ezra 4.7,11-24

Philem 1-25

Sat

Proper 30

27 October

Mon

Zech 1.7-17

Rev 1.4-20

Mon

Tue

Ezra 5.1-17

Rev 4.1-11

Tue

Wed

Ezra 6.1-22

Rev 5.1-10

Wed

Thu

Neh 2.1-11

Rev 5.11-6.11.

Thu

Fri

Neh 2 1-20

Rev 6.12-7..4

Fri

Sat

Heh 4.1-23

Rev 7.(4-8)9-17

Sat

Proper 31

3 November

Mon

Neh 6.1-19

Rev 10.1-11

Mon

Tue

Neh 12.27-31a, 42b-47

Rev 11.1-19

Tue

Wed

Neh 13.4-22

Rev 12.1-12

Wed

Thu

Ezra 7.(1-10)11-16

Rev 14.1-13

Thu

Fri

Ezra 7.27-28; 8.21-36

Rev 15.1-8

Fri

Sat

Ezra 9.1-15

Rev 17.1-14

Sat

Proper 32

10 November

Mon

Neh 9.1-15(16-25)

Rev 18.1-8

Mon

Tue

Neh 9.26-38

Rev 18.9-20

Tue

Wed

Neh 7.73b-8.3,5-18

Rev 18.21-24

Wed

Thu

1Macc 1.1-28

Rev 19.1-10

Thu

Fri

1 Macc 1.41-63

Rev 19.11-16

Fri

Sat

1 Macc 2.1-28

Rev 20.1-6

Sat

Proper 33

17 November

Mon

1 Macc 3.1-24

Rev 20.7-15

Mon

Tue

1 Macc 3.25-41

Rev 21.1-8

Tue

Wed

1 Macc 3.42-60

Rev 21.9-21

Wed

Thu

1 Macc 4.1-25

Rev 21.22-22.5

Thu

Fri

1 Macc 4.36-59

Rev 22.6-13

Fri

Sat

Is 65.17-25

Rev 22.14-21

Sat

Proper 34

24 November

Mon

Joel 3.1-2,9-17

1 Pet 1.1-12

Mon

10

Tue

Nahum 1.1-13

1 Pet 1.13-25

Tue

Wed

Ob 15-21

1 Pet 2.1-10

Wed

Thu

Zeph 3.1-13

1 Pet 2.11-25

Thu

Fri

Is 24.14-23

1 Pet 3.13-4.6

Fri

Sat

Mic 7.11-21

1 Pet 4.7-19

Sat

St Francis was very well known both for his love of animals and also the following prayer.
Peace Prayer of Saint Francis
Lord, make me an instrument of your peace:
where there is hatred, let me sow love;
where there is injury, pardon;
where there is doubt, faith;
where there is despair, hope;
where there is darkness, light;
where there is sadness, joy.
O divine Master, grant that I may not so much seek
to be consoled as to console,
to be understood as to understand,
to be loved as to love.
For it is in giving that we receive,
it is in pardoning that we are pardoned,
and it is in dying that we are born to eternal life.
Amen.
The following is taken from an article in The Telegraph 12th April 2013…
St Francis of Assisi didn’t write much – and certainly not the prayer that Margaret Thatcher quoted
outside No 10 Downing Street in 1979, “Where there is discord, may we bring harmony…”.
That was written in 1912, in French, and published in a pious magazine edited by Fr Esther
Bouquerel. It was attributed to St Francis in 1927 through its having been printed on the back of a
picture of the saint. I’ve often mentioned this QI-ish curiosity, but you can’t stop quotations being
wrongly attached to famous people.
A prayer that St Francis did write came from his contemplation of a crucifix at the dilapidated
church of San Damiano. Francis heard Jesus asking him to “repair my church”. He began to do this
literally – or symbolically – by rebuilding San Damiano with his own hands.
The 6ft crucifix, painted in a Byzantine idiom, depicts Jesus as wounded but not suffering. It is as if
he stretches out his hands not on the instrument of his death but in a hieratic gesture of prayer. A
panel at the head of the cross shows his Resurrection.
St Francis of Assisi is known for bearing the wounds of Christ on his own body, and he had no
illusions about the reality of suffering, even if he knew how Christianity transformed it.
His prayer before this crucifix goes: “Most High, glorious God, enlighten the shadows of my heart,
and grant me a right faith, a certain hope and perfect charity, sense and understanding, Lord, so
that I may accomplish your holy and true command. Amen.”
By Christopher Howse
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Does it matter if St Francis didn’t write the Peace Prayer? It still remains, in my opinion, the most
beautiful prayer or hymn lyrics that I know. Let us all try to live our lives according to the prayer,
what a difference that would make in the world.
Christine

When life throws you lemons …….
Quiz time
1. Write down all that you know and understand about Parkinson’s Disease.
2. Write down all that you know and understand about HNPP.
Now check your answers.
Parkinson’s Disease
There can be a visible tremor in one or both sides of the body. People can adopt a shuffling, stooped
walk. They can suffer from very poor balance. They can have trouble swallowing. They can suffer from
acute anxiety. They can suffer from depression. They may have problems feeding themselves, become
incontinent, become easily disorientated and lose direction. They can struggle to synthesise a lot of
information coming in at once such as multiple conversations, when driving on roads. Their voices may
become very quiet and they can suffer from “frozen face”, where they are unable to smile or portray
emotions through their faces. Dementia and cardio respiratory illnesses are 50 times more likely. Very
young people can suffer from it. It can affect people differently and progress at very different rates, but
it is progressive and it is incurable.
HNPP
Hereditary Neuropathy with Pressure Palsies. HNPP is a very rare, genetic disease which is caused by a
gene depletion. It can differ in the extent to which it affects individuals with some people barely aware of
any symptoms for long period of their lives. For others, it can cause early disability and intense pain.
Palsies (lack of feeling) in extremities such as feet and hands are common and exacerbated by repetitive
movement or sustained pressure like holding a phone. Broadly speaking, it resembles Multiple Sclerosis.
There are no tried and tested medications that are routinely prescribed and very few in the medical
profession have even heard of it. It is progressive and it is incurable.
How did you do?
In May 2016, I was diagnosed with Parkinson’s Disease and a few months later, with HNPP.
Together, they meant that within a few months, I was unable to continue doing the teacher training I loved
at a local university. How did I deal with this? I would like to say with courage, fortitude, an acceptance
born of wisdom and quiet determination. But that isn’t quite the case. Instead, I thumped the arm of the
couch in anger one night, badly broke my finger, and ended up three days before Christmas in the most
enormous bandage you can imagine encasing my right hand. Not conducive to cooking a Christmas dinner.
Not conducive to very much at all.
So rather than go through life angrily with a variety of broken bones, I faced a harsh reality; I had two
incurable and progressive conditions and there was nothing I could do to change that. The only thing I could
change was the way I responded and dealt with it. It wasn’t an overnight road to Damascus, I will tell you
that and there were times along the way over the next couple of years when I did still feel
angry/bitter/resentful/self-pitying …… delete according to mood. But in 2018, a cold, dismal January
morning, I woke up and had a sudden thought. I needed to channel all the creativity I used to use in working
with pupils and then trainees, and I needed to channel it into a new direction. And that is when I took up
painting. For the first time in my life, with no lessons or desire to have formal training, I decided to play
with paint. And that has been my salvation and that has brought so many new exciting elements in to my life
that some days, I wake up and I thank God for giving me Parkinson’s and HNPP because with them has come
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a new way of life, a new way of giving something to society and a new self-respect and sense of direction.
So to go back to that original quiz, how many of these would you also have thought of as being remotely
connected to having Parkinson’s and HNPP?
• Holding an art exhibition in a city centre gallery
• Being able to donate hundreds of pounds to the homeless through sales of paintings
• Being able to help raise hundreds of pounds for various good causes through donations of work for
auctions
• Becoming involved in a research project with John Radcliffe hospital helping patients with Parkinson’s
express themselves and their perceptions of the disease through art
• Being asked to produce work exploring perceptions of Parkinson’s for exhibition in the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford.
• Raising public awareness of the diseases through public speaking and radio broadcasts
• Meeting and making new friends through connections with the conditions
I could go on, but I will stop there. Life with these diseases is not an easy ride for me or for my wonderful
and dear husband, who truly did mean “in sickness and in health” when he married me. But I can say in all
complete honesty, that by accepting the diseases in to my life whilst being totally resistant to the idea that
that they would determine or limit me, I have found a new growth mindset, and a sense of fulfilment and
energy that I would never have thought possible and I thank God for what I have been given and the gifts
that have come with it.
So what do you do when life throws you lemons….. mix a bloody big gin and tonic, throw them in and shout
cheers.

The Rhythm of Life
Seconds tick as tides swell and shift across sands
Lined by seconds ticking
as tides swell and shift across
Sands which yield but never surrender,
timeless echoes of tides which swell;
Leaving rivulets of water glistening
in screams of betrayal at being left behind,
Their tears a sad reminder that life was once
there.
The water trickles against sad sand
And strokes its gentle caress of hope.
Seconds tick by and new tides swell
and shift across sands erasing old lines,
Creating new ones
Swelling the music and beating a drum
In time with time.
The face that smiled behind the rocks
Was etched in lines of laughter and shared pain.
Words a jumbled hopscotch of hops and stops
And chalk pieces thrown down along the way,
a lifetime of promises and secrets shared
Wanting so much to be heard.
The sands shudder in the trembling light,
A new day, a new tide. The boats glide out across
Silver waters and tease the dawn
with their quiet ripples and the splash splash of
Waves against bark.

This painting has kindly been donated by
Jan for the children’s collection. You can
bid for it in the upcoming auction.
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I am the tide that touches your breath
against a lifetime of breaths
And feels you roar in agony
As life pulls you back.
Seconds tick as tides swell
and shift across sands
For always.

Dance to the Band

The long, long, tick tock tempo of a metronome
Plays against the strumming of a mandolin
Which blows kisses to the soft strings
of a sad cello,
thrumming its way into your eyes and through them,
into your soul, where the melody comes to rest.
Gently, slowly, leaving just an echo of a note
To linger in the tobacco air of the room.
You stretch slow, languorous limbs out
And tap your fingers in an invitation to play
With rapture and wonderment
As the long, long tick tock tempo of the clock
Beats its seconds into hours and days,
And nights then years.
As the music fades into the darkness of memory,
The one still note of a sigh breathes in to eternity
And echoes down through time and space.
Jan Sargeant

The Vestry would like to help existing members of St Paul's to get to know each other better and to
welcome newcomers.
Some clubs achieve this by holding, perhaps every six months, a hosting initiative. Members are asked to
choose whether they would like to be a host, offering some refreshment appropriate to the time of day, or
a guest, visiting a host's home and receiving the refreshment, or either.
The Vestry would like to try this in October/November and invites everyone to fill in the
enclosed/attached form and return it Christine Croft (People's Warden), 6 Trinity Crescent, Kelty KY4 0FB.
Christine will then, with the help of one or two vestry members, allocate 2-4 guests to each host.
The hosts will invite the guests, agreeing a day and a time, e.g. 10.30-12.00 or 3.30-5.00, and advising
on transport.
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The other day I counted all the verses of the Old Testament that are quoted in the New Testament.
(There is a list at the back of a commentary I have.) There are no less than 408. The largest
number comes from the Psalms (97), followed by Isaiah (92) and Deuteronomy (55). Many are
quoted more than once, some many times.
What does this mean? Probably that the writers of the New Testament were Jews who were
deeply versed in their scriptures and sought to build their understanding of Jesus on that
foundation. Some might argue that if this is the case, Christians can dispense with the Old
Testament as the New Testament replaces it. On the other hand, you need to know the context in
which the OT verses are found in order to appreciate why the authors chose them and how they
used them to fit the new context. Jesus' ministry is based on the Old Testament.
Advent is nearly upon us and at the end of November we complete the Church's Year and the
story of the Jewish people. Despite the dreadful sacking of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar (think
Mosul or Idlip) and the torture and execution of Zedekiah, the last King of Judaea, the Jews never
lost faith that somehow they would retain their identity and return to their promised land. That
story, told in the books of the governor Nehemiah and the priest Ezra, is quite remarkable and
surely unexampled in human history.
After their restoration of the temple and city's walls, all was not plain sailing. In the second
century BC Antiochus Epiphanes, ruler of the Seleucid empire and descendant of one of
Alexander's generals, invaded and set up a statue of himself (the abomination of desolation) in
the Holy of Holies in the Temple. This provoked a revolt led by the Maccabees brothers which
secured a further century of freedom before the Romans under Pompey the Great swept through
the middle east in 63 BC and incorporated Judaea in its province of Syria. The scene is then set
for Augustus, his side-kick Herod, John the Baptist, Jesus and Paul.
We finish Matthew, a composition that reflected the understanding of Jesus developed in a
community of Jewish followers of the Way. We should imagine these people attending the
synagogue and attaching the teaching of Jesus to the passages read from the Hebrew Bible.
Matthew weaves into this narrative more than 100 direct quotes from the OT. In fact "the very
structure of the text reflects a pattern inherited from the Hebrew Bible, namely five books of
teaching paralleling the five books of the Torah. Figures like Abraham, Moses, David, Elijah, the
suffering servant of Second Isaiah, and Jeremiah appear in the text either through direct
reference or in indirect allusion. Some scholars are convinced that a great deal of what appears
to be history actually falls into the category of prophecy historicised. In other words, the gospel
starts with a prophecy in the Hebrew Bible and then weaves that prophecy into his narrative
account of Jesus' life."* Nowhere is this process more evident than in Matthew's account of Jesus'
birth.
The context in which Paul wrote his first letter to the Corinthians round about 50AD was that the
community of believers in Corinth had written to him. They had asked him to advise them on
certain problems they were encountering. Their questions and Paul's answers show us what a
church community was like in 50AD.
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First the members ate together at pot-luck meals, though we don't know how often. Perhaps it was
every day. Second, they were drawn from different classes and the richer members kept aloof
from the poorer. Third many members played a role in worship and teaching; the leaders did not
do everything. Fourthly, some members did not behave very well!
A useful question might be, "How do we as a congregation at St Paul's compare with the church at
Corinth?"
In November we move onto Revelation, appropriate for the end of the Church's year leading up
to Advent, the season devoted to the coming of Christ. The famous hymn, "Lo, He comes with
clouds descending" is a poetic version of Rev 1.7.
Daniel and Revelation are both examples of apocalyptic writing, texts purporting to reveal what
has been hidden. Just as the book of Daniel was written to sustain the Jews in their war against
Antiochus Epiphanes, so Revelation was written to sustain the churches in Asia (modern western
Turkey) as they faced opposition and persecution. There are different ways of interpreting this
extraordinary book. One is to see it as a factual description of the end times. Incorporated into
current political thinking, this has had and is having terrifying consequences. Another is to see it as
"an expression of the human yearning for a different kind of world, in which the sufferings of this
world are no more. It has not only inspired Christian worship: its vision of the new Jerusalem in
which every tear will be wiped away has comforted many in the face of suffering and death.
"The final word about Revelation: handle with care."**
Whatever one thinks of the Bible, this two-month selection of readings compels astonishment and
admiration for the sheer variety and energy of the texts. Little wonder that it has exercised the
greatest minds over the centuries and this as true in this century as in the past. Little wonder also
that it has held the attention of ordinary, unscholarly followers of Jesus who have used it as their
guide on the Way.
David Hill
*Ron Miller: The Hidden Gospel of Matthew, Skylight Paths 2004
**Marcus Borg: Evolution of the Word, Harper One 2012

The beginning of winter 2017 also saw the
opening of EDA's new distribution centre in
Arsal. It is essentially a "shop" where all the
goods are paid for in virtual money
credited to each refugee or needy
Lebanese family, modelled on those seen by
EDA in Munich and Beirut, but a first in the
hinterland of Lebanon. In a few short weeks
EDA's local staff, working hours many times
beyond any that their nominal salaries could
possibly pay for, augmented by volunteers,
turned an empty rented space into a secure
store and welcoming "shop". They continue
to sort, categorise, ticket, shelve, hang and
display a stream of incoming goods from
containers loaded to bursting point by
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EDA’s free ‘shop’ in Arsal open for business

volunteers in Edinburgh, and then serve
the 'customers' with courtesy and
understanding.
Refugees and poor Lebanese visit by
invitation only. Each family is given an
allowance of virtual money to "buy" the
goods on display. In this way, giving
and accepting aid becomes a part of
civilised life, rather than a humiliating
dispensation and acceptance of charity.

The first customers invited were the
hard-working unpaid volunteer teachers
from refugee-run schools, and special
EDA’s free ‘shop’ in Arsal open for business
needs children from the Balsam Centre.
The shop now continues to serve other
deserving and vulnerable groups including Lebanese families in need.
In Arsal, Lebanon, 6000 Syrian
refugee children have no school
to go to which is why EDA is
building, organising, supporting
and staffing schools
There are not nearly enough
school places for the refugee
children in Arsal: surveys of the
camps and information from the
municipality indicate that less
than half of the 16,000 or so
refugee children in the town are
able to attend school.
The UK's DfID (Department for
International Development) has
made several million pounds
available for education of
EDA volunteers at out Granton warehouse cramming a
Syrian refugee children. This is
container as full as full
very good indeed, but it is all
channelled through the Lebanese Department of Education, and goes to support a school-sharing
scheme in which Lebanese schools and staff take in Syrian children, mostly in a second session in
the day. Unfortunately, this cannot solve the problems of schooling the refugee children in Arsal:
there are simply not enough Lebanese schools in this small town where Syrian refugees far
outnumber the original Lebanese population. In fact there are only three state-funded schools in
Arsal eligible to take Syrian children as part of the DfiD/Unicef/Lebanese Government Share
scheme.
Building on what's there In the three to four years since they arrived in Arsal, the Syrian refugee
community have set up a number of really impressive schools - impressive because of the
dedication, initiative, and hard work of the Syrian volunteers who have created them. The schools
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cater for both girls and boys of all ages. The organisers have worked tirelessly to find funds, to
acquire permission to use land and to erect low cost buildings: Syrian teachers work essentially as
volunteers, with small allowances when funds are available. And they have managed to provide a
standard of education sufficient to ensure good pass rates for older children sitting public exams.
Our own observation is that despite the lack of financial reward, the teachers are dedicated and
enthusiastic. In fact having a vocation in
a refugee camp, paid or not, is infinitely
better than having nothing to do.
Curriculum - There is an ongoing debate
about whether the schools should follow
a Syrian or Lebanese curriculum.
Although they are fairly similar in the
earlier years, they diverge in the senior
school. The Lebanese curriculum is
multilingual in a way that the Syrian
curriculum is not: science subjects,
including maths, are always taught in
English, some subjects in French, and
others in Arabic.
The teachers available in the camps have
Staff and Children at opening of EDA's 'Future
no experience of this approach, and
Syria' School in Arsal
adopting the Lebanese curriculum would
consequently cause great difficulty. But retaining the Syrian curriculum and baccalaureate would
leave even the most successful students without prospects in Lebanon (though the qualification
might be recognised elsewhere in the Arab world).
This conundrum is not for us to solve: what we can do is support whatever decision is reached by
helping to obtain appropriate teaching
materials.

Teaching materials and supplies In the
past 3 years EDA has supplied text
books, school benches, whiteboards, a
modern laser-printer-copier, sports
equipment, much stationery and winter
fuel oil to many of the refugee-run
schools, and funded miscellaneous
needs of all sorts. This has helped
schools achieve better standards of
teaching, and helped them to stay
open in the winter. But during this same
period support from the Gulf states and
Turkey, which had enabled the schools to
pay at least small salaries, has been
withdrawn or faded away.

FS School Reconstruction - replacing the roof

We have not been able to obtain funds to replace these payments, with the wonderful exception
of funding from the Christadelphian Church for our "Future Syria" school - see below.
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We had not able to fund recurrent expenditure: but we were able to fund the building of two
schools.
The Sham (Damascus) School
This school, organised and run by a keen and competent Syrian management team, has existed in
rented premises in Arsal for two years. Finding themselves in difficulty with paying the rent
required, Sham school turned to EDA, and after a full investigation we decided to fund the
construction of a new school building using concrete blocks for walls, a corrugated iron roof, and
insulation supplied free by Qatari Red Crescent. Plans were drawn up by a civil engineer member
of our local management team. The building work was done by the teachers and managers
themselves, only employing
specialist skills when
necessary. The result was a
building which, although
simple, was much better than
we thought possible for the
$30,000 we provided -- a
building of which the
teachers and others who
contributed can be proud. It
now has 640 Syrian pupils
from ages 6 - 18.
We had hoped to build an
extension on the other side of
Sham school: break time!
the playground, but
permission from local Lebanese families living next to the school has not been granted so far. This
extension was to be used for 'Catch Up' classes for those refugee children who have missed so
much schooling that they can't enter
their proper age group grade in the
new school year. These Catch Up
classes would solve much of that
problem.
The Future Syria School in Wadi Atar
This is a truly new school building in an
area some kilometers away from the
nearest pre-existing school, and
serving a number of close-by camps
There were many setbacks before the
building was completed. It was
originally sited further down the valley
from where it is now, but the landlord,
in spite of having signed a formal
lease agreement, suddenly wanted a "different building" and/or more money. When the school
was first completed on its present site, which is sloping and difficult, floods undercut a section of
balcony, and various problems arose in
our relations with the refugee
Class in the Future Syria School, December 2017
community.
It took considerably more money than we had originally budgeted, but thanks to the hard and
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devoted work of our Arsal staff, it has now been restored and is considered reasonably secure.
A school manager and a full team of teachers have been signed up; although no money had been
found for salaries the teachers were ready and eager to take up their posts and the school
opened in October 2017.
Meal-a-Day fund to the rescue:
But in December the Christadelphian Church's 'Meal a Day fund' responded to an application we
had lodged with them, offering a $30,000 grant. This will make it possible to pay a small but
encouraging amount to all teachers and staff at the "Future Syria" school for a full school year.
The school is up and running, catering for 200 children aged 5-12. The children are now wearing
uniforms made in our community sewing workshop. And the premises are beginning to be used as
a centre for the local community, -- some vocational training courses have already been run there.
Information from the EDA website
A huge thank you to everyone at St Paul’s and around Kinross for all the donations we have been
given. So far in 2019 we have made 8 journeys to the warehouse in Edinburgh with the car
overloaded with 307 black sacks full to the brim with quality clothes, blankets, shoes, bags, towels,
toys, school supplies and even a brand-new sewing machine. We can only imagine the difference
that this will make to people who have nothing.
I think you know what I am going to say now …….keep those donations coming! There are 2
boxes at the door in the church, it fills our hearts when we arrive on a Sunday to see them filled.
Thank you.
Christine

I wonder what answers members of St Paul's would give to the question: What is the main
purpose of all religions? We might answer, "To develop our relationship with God." The followup question might be, "How do most religions advise their adherents to do that?" We might say,
"By prayer and worship."
Christians have Jesus as their model and I read this striking sentence the other day, "Jesus did not
want us to worship him; he wanted us to imitate him." It is noteworthy that the Gospels report him
so often as going into a desert place to pray. What did he think he was doing? I would suggest
that the clearest answer he gave was his prayer to God in the Garden of Gethsemane, "Not my
will but yours be done."
One way to understand prayer, therefore, is aligning ourselves with the will of God.
David Hill
“People who are crazy enough to think they can change the world, are the ones
who do.” – Rob Siltanen
The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched.
They must be felt with the heart.” - Hellen Keller
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As a fundraiser for our buildings funding we are planning to hold a Secret Auction in November.
We have already had a varied assortment of items to auction donated, from original paintings to
oyster forks!

We will produce a catalogue with all the items in, some will have reserve prices and others will
have a guide to how much they are worth. If you find an item or items that you would like to own
then either send me an email or hand me an envelope with your opening bid and also your
maximum bid. After the closing date we will then go through all the bids to determine who has
“won” each item. We will then advise the “winners” and arrange payment and delivery – simple!
I hope everyone will join in – Christmas is coming after all, so maybe you could look for presents in
our catalogue instead of trailing round the shops?
Meanwhile, do you have any items that you would like to donate to the Auction? Do you have a
talent, say gardening for example, that you could offer? Anything, from taking someone out for a
visit to the Kelpies (which we will offer!) to a guided walk. Anything and everything could be
suitable.
Please let me know if you can help with anything as soon as possible so we can start to produce
the catalogue from mid October.
The catalogue will be emailed to everyone on the Congregational list – when you receive it
PLEASE forward it on to as many of your friends or family as you can, so we get as wide a
coverage as possible. We will also be producing paper copies which will be available either by
request or in church.
Thank you all for your help.
Christine, Tobias and Theodore
Christine.croft@gmx.com

Truly, truly, I say to you, when you were young, you girded yourself and walked where you would;
but when you are old, you will stretch out your hands, and another will gird you and carry you
where you do not wish to go. (This he said to show by what death he was to glorify God).
In the name of God, Creator, Redeemer and Sanctifier. Amen
If the purpose of a Christian’s life is to be made holy; to be emptied of self and become a saint;
and if it is believed that even bishops can be sanctified; then it is worth meditating on how that
might actually come to pass. That’s what I’d like to explore in this address. And I want to use
today’s gospel as a way into the process, because it captures the spectrum or spread of human
nature in a concise and concentrated way.
There are three characters in the story: Jesus the Constant Lover and Unfailing Forgiver, Peter the
Boastful Deserter, and the silent but compelling figure known as the Beloved Disciple. I want to
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suggest that between the Beloved Disciple and Saint Peter there stretches the range of human
nature in all its psychological and spiritual diversity. And if we look closely and honestly, we’ll find
ourselves located somewhere along the grid that separates these two extremes. But it is important
to understand that where we find ourselves is not something we are responsible for. It is a fact of
nature or inheritance, like our height or the colour of our eyes: it is what we are given to be. The
adventure of our sanctification lies in how we respond to who we are; or, in psychological
language, how we stop denying it and start the process of owning and integrating it.
The spectrum of human nature I am trying to describe stretches from the Self-Forgetful to the SelfAbsorbed. I’m going to give each of these fixed points a name from today’s gospel, and the name
I give to the overwhelmingly self-absorbed personality is Peter, after the boastful chief of the
Apostles. Peter exemplifies a type of personality – often found in successful men – that is very
conscious of itself and craves attention and approval because, in its soul, it is filled with selfloathing. I don’t have to rehearse Peter’s history to this assembly, except to telegraph the main
theme: boastful assertions of loyalty followed by desertion and self-desolation. Christian tradition
tells us that this pattern wasn’t healed by Jesus’ restoration of him in the encounter we have just
listened to, hinted at in the words of my text about his death. To the very end of his life Peter
struggled with a self that constantly sabotaged its own best ideals. What never failed was Jesus’
love for him through all his desertions. According to tradition, Peter was an old man in Rome when
the Emperor Nero blamed Christians for the fire that was destroying the city, and ordered their
persecution. Again, Peter deserted. As he trudged away from the burning city did he remember
his denials that awful night thirty three years before? And did he hear the cock crow as he
reached the edge of the city? This time we are told he saw Jesus walking towards him. Where are
you going lord? I am going to Rome to be crucified again. Again, Peter burst into tears, but this
time he went back to Rome and death. And an old legend says that, because of his lifetime of
desertions, when the moment came he asked to be crucified upside down. That has an authentic
touch of the old Petrine swagger to it. Notice that it took him till the moment of his death to get it
right, to finally surrender his noisy self. But if that is the time it takes, that is the time the forgiving
patience of Jesus gives us.
Let me turn to the other end of the spectrum and the opposite type of human personality
exemplified there, the self-forgetful or self-forgotten. If Peter represents self-absorption and selfsabotage, the Beloved Disciple represents the absolute opposite. He is almost not there, souninterested in himself is he, so available only for others. What we get from him is a sense of
dynamic silence or magnetic self-effacement. But don’t forget, that he was the only male disciple
found at the foot of the cross with the women, when all the big, noisy, self-important men had run
away.
I wonder where you would place yourself on this spectrum: emptied of self like the Beloved
Disciple or overflowing with self-interest like Peter? Is your path to holiness the way of the selfforgotten or the way of the self that has to be surrendered, even if it takes the rest of your life to
achieve it? And where would I place Ian on the spectrum? I have been watching Ian since I met him
at the Mission to Oxford University in Lent 1989. I would place him mid-way on the spectrum
between the Beloved Disciple and Saint Peter. Ian is a contemplative, a man with a rich hinterland
of silence and the poetry that comes only from silence. He knows how to wait; how to sit still like
the Beloved Disciple. But you can’t be Rector of Old St Paul’s for twenty-one years without a large
element of Peter in your make-up. You couldn’t do high mass there without it. It’s a liturgy that
draws attention to itself and calls for high performance skills in the celebrant. What fascinated me
about Ian’s ministry is that he took a Petrine liturgy to the foot of the cross to stand with the
Beloved Disciple and the women who represented the despised and rejected of the earth. Too
often in Christian history, the Blessed Sacrament has been used as an instrument of rejection, a
weapon of exclusion. In Ian’s time, High Mass at Old St Paul’s became a sacrament of inclusive
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love; a place where the rejected found a role and the despised a home. I believe that is what he
will do as the Bishop of St Andrews. Through the ministry of self-giving, self-emptying love, he will
bring people to the foot of the cross to stand alongside those the world – and too often the Church
– chooses to ignore. But let’s face it, being a bishop is a very Petrine affair. That’s why it can be
fun. It is also why it is a spiritually perilous role to undertake. It draws attention to itself by the
way it dresses and by the boastful claims it sometimes makes for itself. That’s why I can’t see the
Beloved Disciple in a mitre, while I can easily see Peter in a Three-Decker.
Beloved Ian, in a minute you will submit to the Petrine moment as you are ordained to the office
and work of a bishop. You will be given symbols of your office that are designed to attract
attention, to get looked at. Enjoy that moment. It’s the fun part of this day. And fun is part of the
episcopal deal. But as you submit to the Petrine moment, turn your inner gaze on the Beloved
Disciple who holds the world’s pain at the foot of the cross. And in the constant love of Jesus, in
your episcopate bring your people to stand there with you. Now Ian, let’s get that mitre on you,
and we’ll leave the rest to Jesus. Amen
Bishop Richard Holloway

Sunday Skool
Corner
If you haven’t returned your £2 tube for the children’s fundraiser yet we would be
grateful if you could as soon as possible. Please remember that the tube also holds any
coins, notes or even cheques too!
Thank you to everyone who has contributed. We will let you know the final amount
raised for 4Ocean and what we have bought for church in the next magazine.

Tobias and all the Sunday School children
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We are fortunate in the fact that the number of meeting groups, clubs and other societies is growing
and new members, of course are always welcome, but whom would you contact for details of a
particular group, or, if you wanted to set up a new group how would you advertise it. Well now
those problems are solved, look here. I would like to publish, each month, contact details of each of
our meeting groups, and for new groups, details of what they plan to do.
Group
200 Club
Thursday Morning
Group
Healing/ Pastoral
Care

What
Fundraising
Discussion group,

When, where
Monthly prize draw
Thursdays 10:00am, Meeting room

Flowers

Prayer group & to 10.00am 1st Monday each month,
visit people who
Meeting room, homes, hospital, etc.
are unwell
Church decoration Weekly

Book club

Discussion group

monthly

Kinross and District
Men’s Shed
Craft Group

Men’s activity and
social group

Weekly

Kinross Churches
Together
Music Group

Ecumenical Group

Kelty and District
Loving Hands

We Knit, Sew,
Crochet and
Fundraise for
Charity

Property Convenor

Contact
Christine Croft
Jan Campbell
Fr David or Irene
Stephenson
Jan Campbell
June Lindsay
Margaret Smith
Nan Kennedy,
Jan Campbell
Robert Walker

2nd and 4th Tues each month

Katherine Little
01577 862 745
Jan Campbell

11:00am service, 3rd Sunday each
month
Kelty Community Centre Mondays
12:45 – 2:45pm

Fr David or Anita

Point of contact for any building or grounds

Nesta Hogg or
Christine Croft

Patrick Milne Home

Problems
Grounds

The Church grounds are kindly maintained by Norman Smith
The Peace Garden is maintained by volunteers from Broke not Broken

Magazine Distribution Please contact David Hill or complete the application form at the back of the
magazine if you wish to have a copy posted to you direct.
I am happy to expand this to include groups out with St Paul’s so if you want an “external” society
to be included please send me the details.

August 2019
1st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize
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July 2019
Donated back to church
Donated back to church
Iain Walker

1st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize

Nesta Hogg
Patrick Milne Home
Jill Campbell

The membership of the 200 club is steadily increasing, each new member means an increase to the
prize fund so if want to become a member or want to increase you existing membership so that you
have a better chance of winning even more money, contact Christine on christine.croft@gmx.com.

For information on the book group contact Nan Kennedy or Jan Campbell

Contact:

Katherine Little, 21 Beverage Place, 01577 862745

Meetings:

2nd and 4th Tuesday evenings, starting Feb 11th

Contact Jan Campbell for information about Thursday Morning Group activities.

If you would like to become part of the Pastoral Care Group, please do contact us as we would like
to extend the scope of this ministry of St. Paul’s Kinross.

Our music group needs more players. We provide the music for the 11.00am service on the 3 rd
Sunday of each month, if you think you can help, have a reasonable level of competency (which we
will encourage and develop) then why not give it a try, contact Fr David or Anita for more details.

Donations for flowers should be given to Jan Campbell, if you have a special request, please speak
to the team.

Contact Robert Walker for more information on the Kinross and District Men’s Shed.

Contact David Hill for information on the Fossoway and District Men’s Breakfast Group.
Events
October 19
‘Why are the pews empty? Is the Bible the problem?’
A Debate between Andrew Whitehead and David McCarthy
November 16
‘GPs, Primary Care and New Pathways’
A Talk by Dr Paul Baughan, Dollar Health Centre
December 14
Scripture Union at Lendrick Muir
A Visit to Lendrick Muir for Breakfast
followed by presentation by Mark Homoncik , Centre Director, SU Scotland
No Meeting in January
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February 15
Joint Meeting with Dunfermline Group held in Fossoway
"Supporting People in Scottish Agriculture"
Speaker: Jan Welsh, Royal Scottish Agricultural Benevolent Institution
March 14/21
To be announced
April 4
‘Resurrection: What does it mean?’
Perspectives from Angus Morrison and Colin McIntosh followed by discussion
May 9

‘The Creative Process’
Talk and Discussion with Nicholl Wheatley, local Artist

We are a very friendly and welcoming group who meet every week to knit, sew, crochet and
fundraise for charity. At present we support lots of different charities, both at home or abroad, and
also supply essential supplies to numerous hospitals. Please pop along one week to see what we are
up to and join in the fun.

We know all about everyone who comes to church… don’t we? I will be asking for Volunteers to answer
the following questions each issue, you might be surprised at some of the answers!

Almost fifty years. How that occurred is explained in Question 3. What follows here is the back
history for the answer to Question 2.
I was employed in town planning at Cumbernauld New Town, where single person accommodation
was unavailable, so I stayed in Glasgow's West End. St. Mary's Cathedral was the nearest
Episcopal church, which is where Rosemary and I met: we were married in 1974.
Because of its location, the cathedral's congregation had a lively under-40's element, and older
members who thought they were young! Later in Liverpool we found St. Nicholas's, C.of E. church
on the waterfront was similar.
On returning to Scotland Kilmarnock was our home for five years, and the SEC's Holy Trinity church
was just a short walk through a park.
A new job in Kirkcaldy resulted in our moving to Kinross in the spring of 1984. St. Paul's was the
only SEC church in the area. Our decision to join its congregation and to support it was easily
made, especially as its centenary had recently been celebrated .
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I've served as Vestry Secretary four times. The last one being when the sale of the rectory (the
church's northern neighbour), the building of the Meeting Room, and the purchase of the new
rectory in Milnathort demanded a great deal of work by all those involved. At the same time the
running of the church had to continue. Our meetings meant the minutes were many, and often long!
Of the various changes over the past thirty-five years I remember the introduction of 'the peace'
to the Eucharist, the opening-up of the side-chapel, the font being moved to the front of the church
and later being returned to the back. Having been involved with diverse things over the years,
the companionship at St. Paul's now feels as strong as it has ever been, if not stronger. Let us
continue to grow.
Not that I am aware of. The closest to that was when nearing the end of one Sunday Eucharist I
heard an inner voice saying 'you are called'. A little later Bridget Lindsay asked if I could
photograph the church's entire external and internal structures, and nearly all its contents. They
were to illustrate a record of St. Paul's as a historic, category B listed building*, which now exists
as 'the Blue Book'; anyone is able to view our church's copy.
The help of a christian once really did change my life. From school I began an architecture course,
and I liked designing buildings; an aspect which proved useful in my later career. But I dropped
out, not being at all interested in the details of construction and related engineering.
Having left the course I was wondering what to do. In our climbing club a fellow member,
Stephen, befriended me, including inviting me to his church. It was large and packed, the people
were friendly, and the vicar was well-known. Being brought back to an Anglican church with a
vibrant community, after a teenage departure from the complete opposite, paved the way to
what happened since, as previously recounted.
Was moving to Glasgow and meeting Rosemary chance? I am sure some of you have asked
similar questions about yourselves coming together.
Before answering that question, you should know that I do not believe in the bible word for word.
Discrepancies exist, such as the differences in listing the twelve disciples in the gospels of Matthew,
Mark and Luke, and also between the King James's Bible and recent versions. Rather my
understanding draws on the familiar description of God as being incomprehensible to us. So much
so that knowing God resembles attempting to perceive someone through a very thick window with
numerous pieces of different coloured stained-glass. Any one individual can only grasp tiny bits
of the entirety, and these vary for everyone.
Bill Murray was a renown Scottish mountaineer before and after World War 2; he fought in the
Desert War of North Africa. In both capacities he had several unbelievable escapes from death,
one having particular significance for him. During a German mortar barrage, a bomb exploded
close by. The chances of another one landing in its crater were statistically negligible. He was
about to dive in, but stopped on hearing a strong inner voice. The crater did receive a second
bomb before he could step back. Murray survived, uninjured. He attributed that not as being "a
matter of luck, but the workings of some higher power that was protecting him" **. Though
Murray called it Providence, he saw it as God's intervention. That event and others subsequently
transformed his life.
Although being a logically-thinking person and not a literalist, I recognise the inexplicable
happens, witness Bill Murray. Perhaps for some like Murray the effect is immediate, for other
people it acts more slowly as we come to understand God better.
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To answer my own question, all I can say is that Rosemary and myself would almost certainly not
have met if we had not been christians.
Footnotes
* led by Maggie Strang Steel, National Association of Decorative and Fine Arts Societies
** The Sunlit Summit - 'The life of W.H. Murray', by Robin Lloyd-Jones;
(Loch Leven Library - It be returned in early October)
Robert Walker
When my parents worshipped it was at either an English or Gaelic service in the Parish church in
Oban. But I was sent to Sunday school at the Congregational church, as we lived next door to it.
There were lots of action choruses and a bible story with fuzzy felt pictures. I enjoyed it and played
the piano for them when I was in my teens.
After I'd moved to study in Glasgow I heard that the retired minister would be preaching at a church
on a corner of Bath Street one Sunday, and set off to hear him. Not realising how infrequent Sunday
buses were, it was 11 o'clock before I reached Bath Street, saw a church on a corner with someone
about to close the door, and rushed in.
The service started with a minister praying. He then asked if anyone wanted to mention someone
who'd died. Some of the congregation called out, calmly at first, but as more joined in, people
became agitated and soon many were leaping up and down, shouting and speaking in words which
made no sense to me. I was in the wrong church and was becoming apprehensive about what would
happen next. When a man in the pew in front threw himself to the floor and lay there kicking his
legs and shrieking, I made a quick escape to the door. I struggled to open it, but eventually got
out, ran round the corner, and on that side I saw a sign saying 'SPITIRTUALIST CHURCH'. Until then
I hadn't known they existed.
After that I had a recurring dream about being trapped in a church, unable to get the door open,
and I avoided going to any church for several years.
However around this time the book 'Honest to God' was published, and there were articles about it
and discussions on ways of perceiving God in one of the Sunday papers. I found it interesting,
began to read about it, and also some of the modern theologians. I realised that I could accept the
idea of God, not as a puppet master micro-managing our lives and being responsible for everything
that happens to us; but as a spirit guiding us, in line with Jesus' teaching, in how to cope with what
chance throws at us.
I wasn't attending any church at all. Yet one day I decided to see what an Episcopal service was
like since the writing of an Anglican Bishop had sparked my in interest in religious matters. I
wandered into evensong there. There was nothing memorable about the service. But afterwards I
had strange feeling that my life would be linked to churches like that until death. I've had this feeling
of certainty about what will happen two or three times since, and they have come true. My
premonition that I would stay in this church has been right as I've attended Episcopal / Anglican
churches in all the places I've lived - Glasgow, the Caribbean, Canada, Liverpool, Ayrshire and now
Kinross. I've made life-long friends in them, met and married my husband in one, and I suspect my
last journey will be from one too.
Oh, and the nightmares about being trapped in a church unable to open the door stopped long
ago. But if the Rector ever feels like trying the Toronto Blessing perhaps he'd better warn me, so
that I can make sure that I'm able to open the door.
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Note: The Toronto Blessing, aka "the Father's Blessing", relates to charismatic revival services where
people react physically and even hysterically. The name arises from a storefront church at the city's
airport in 1994. Similar sects and events have been recorded throughout Christianity past and
present.
Rosemary Walker
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Things You Can Do To Immediately Annoy A British Person –
We won't mention it, but we will be really rather put out!

1. Asking someone from the North, "Is that near London?"
There are actually other places in the country. Some of them have cities, as well!
2. Saying to a Scottish person, "Is that in England?"
Hmmmmmm
3 Actually telling someone when they ask how you are.
Their understanding nods actually translate “I don’t really want to know”
4. Assuming Eurovision is an important event for us
The rest of Europe are all cheats who vote tactically, and we don't care…well
mostly we don't care.
5. Not buying your round.
You have not left your wallet at home, we will wait until you come back from the
toilet!
6. Complaining in a restaurant.
It is just not British, the correct answer to “How is you meal?” is “Lovely, thank you”
7. Directly telling someone what you want from them.
Could you phrase that as a vague and oblique hint, please?
8. Assuming we are big fans of the Royals.
Honestly, most people aren't that bothered.
9. Assuming that you can criticise the Royals.
That's still one thing only the British are allowed to do.
10. Not appreciating the etiquette of queuing.
Go to the back. It's really not complicated.
11. Assuming the British primarily watch British period dramas.
Not period dramas but preferably something British, we have taste!
12. Assuming the British live like British period dramas.
We really do have houses as well as castles.
13. Soccer.
IT IS CALLED FOOTBALL!
14. Attempting to imitate a British accent.
You do know you sound Australian, don’t you?
15. Attempting to imitate the wrong accent.
There are literally hundreds, and only one of them is like the Queen’s.
16. Referring to anything as 'quaint', 'olde-worlde', or 'whimsical'.
It probably existed before most countries did.
17. Dismissing British food as boring.
We've only got over 180 Michelin-starred restaurants, after all. Plus, we
invented pies.
18. Cancelling a Piers Morgan TV show and encouraging him to return to the U.K.

Just don’t!
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These are the words spoken by the Native American as his land was being forcibly purchased by
White Settlers. So I quote these words of Chief Seattle who was born in 1788.
“How can you buy or sell the sky? The land? The idea is strange to us if we do not own the freshness
of the air and the sparkle of the water, how can you buy them? Every part of the earth is sacred to
my people. Every shining pine needle, every sandy shore, every mist in the dark woods, every
meadow, every humming insect. All are holy in the memory and experience of my people”.
“If we sell you our land, remember the air is precious to us, that the air shares its spirit with all the life
it supports. The wind that gave our grandfather his first breath also received his last sigh. The wind
also gives our children spirit of life. So if we sell you our land, you must keep it apart and sacred, a
place where man can go to taste the wind that is sweetened by the meadow flowers’’.
“Will you teach your children what we have taught our children? That the earth is our mother? What
befalls the earth befalls all the sons of the earth. This we know, the earth does not belong to man,
man belongs to the earth’’.
“All things are connected like the blood that unites us all. Man did not weave the web of life, he is
merely a strand in it. Whatever he does to the web he does to himself. One thing we know, our God Is
also your God. The earth is precious to Him and to harm the earth is to heap contempt on its Creator’’
Chief Seattle 1788-1866
We know the ordinary people of his time did listen to his words and took them into their hearts
because in 1852 he was honoured when a settlement was named after him, ‘’Seattle’’. Now it is
the largest city of the north west region of North America with a metropolitan population of 3.94
million.
We earnestly hope that they are all still listening and that Britain and the World joins with them to
save our wonderful world.
Margret Smith

Holy, heavenly Trinity, three in one and one in three, we long to glimpse
your perfect Majesty.
Devoted God, cradling Father, thank you for St Paul’s Church as place,
sanctuary, tranquillity, a haven of peace in the relentlessness of daily life.
Devoted God, befriending Christ, thank you for St Paul’s Church as people,
family, companions on the Way, disciples called to tell your stories, to bear
each other’s joys and sorrows, and to share your precious Gospel gift.
Devoted God, refreshing Spirit, thank you for St Paul’s Church as presence,
steward of your love, channel of your grace, herald of your coming
Kingdom. In our prayers, help us to listen for your constant whisper of
encouragement. Inspire our decisions, sharpen our vision and lead us out as
messengers and healers into your wounded yet wonderful world.
Amen.
© Vestry of St Paul’s, Kinross
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A man walks into a record shop. He asks the assistant “Do you have ‘European Vespidae
Acoustics Volume 2? I believe it was released this week.”
“Certainly,” replies the assistant. “Would you like to listen before you buy it?”
"That would be wonderful," says the expert, and puts on a pair of headphones.
He listens for a few moments and says to the
assistant, “I'm terribly sorry, but I am the world's
leading expert on European wasps and this is not
accurate at all. I don't recognize any of those
sounds. Are you sure this is the correct recording?”
The assistant checks the turntable, and replies that it
is indeed European Vespidae Acoustics Volume 2.
The assistant apologizes and lifts the needle onto
the next track.
Again the expert listens for a few moments and then says to the assistant, "No, this just can't
be right! I've been an expert in this field for 43 years and I still don't recognize any of
these sounds."
The assistant apologizes again and lifts the needle to the next track.
The expert throws off the headphones as soon as it starts playing and is fuming with rage.
"This is outrageous false advertising! I am the world's leading expert on European wasps
and no European wasp has ever made a sound like the ones on this record!"
The manager of the shop overhears the commotion and walks over.
"What seems to be the problem, sir?"
"This is an outrage! I am the world's leading
expert on European wasps. Nobody knows more
about them than I do. There is no way that the
sounds on that record were made by European
wasps!"
The manager glances down and notices the
problem instantly.
"I'm terribly sorry, sir. It appears we've been
playing you the bee side."
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